VISITOR’S parking lot:

- **Turn left at the traffic light,**
- **be in the right lane of the traffic circle, take the first right turn,** then **a quick right into the visitor's parking lot.**
- After parking, walk out of the lot and turn left - back towards the traffic circle. At the traffic circle, cross approx. directly and take the left-most path that parallels the main drive (which in turn parallels 96B, and has playing fields on your left, new construction on your right).
- Proceed along until you reach the first intersection, **turn right onto Textor Circle.**
- The 1st building is the Center for Natural Sciences (CNS). The entrance is next to the greenhouse on the far end.

**With PERMISSION** to TEMPORARILY park closer to the building (make arrangements with your IC host); park in **O lot** IF spaces are available.

- **Turn left at the traffic light,**
- **be in the left lane of the traffic circle,**
- **take the last (3rd) right turn,**
- proceed along until you reach the first intersection, **turn right onto Textor Circle.**
- **O Lot** is the first parking lot on the left.